ABSTRACT Active contour models based on the level set method (LSM) are widely used in image segmentation. The major advantages of these models based on an LSM are topological flexibility and evolution robustness. However, topological flexibility is not always needed, and it could bring some negative effects for object extraction, such as extracting noise and non-objects. In this paper, a topological preservation method is proposed to constrain the evolution of contour. First, the modes of topological changes in geometric active contour models are analyzed. Second, on the basis of the modes of topological changes, the corresponding constraints are designed to keep the topology. To be specific, extracting objects with a known topology (such as k-connected objects) is viewed as a sparse representation problem under a set of basis functions. According to sparse representation, the increase or decrease of evolving contours' topology corresponds to those of the basis functions. Thus, a corresponding energy functional for topology preservation is defined based on basis functions. Finally, the proposed constraint is integrated into geometric active contour models, which is useful in extracting special objects. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed method improves the robustness of the performance of active contour models and can increase the accuracy in target object extraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object segmentation is an important topic in computer vision and image processing [1] . Compared with other methods [2] , [3] , active contour models (ACMs) [4] , also called snakes, have many advantages since the resultant contours are closed and quite regular, which are convenient for further applications [5] , [6] . The principal idea in snakes is to evolve the contour to obtain an optimum by minimizing an energy functional. The obtained contour represents the boundaries of the object to be extracted.
There are broadly two types of ACMs according to the representation of the curve, i.e., parametric active contour model [4] , [7] and geometric active contour model [8] - [11] . In the first type of model, contours are usually represented by landmarks. Generally, this model is simple. However, it cannot handle topology changes. Moreover, it lacks robustness in evolving contour. Self-intersection problems of evolving contours always appear in this model [12] , and the existing solutions to those problems are computationally complex [13] .
To overcome the above limitations, geometric active contour model, which is also known as implicit active contour model, has been presented [8] . In this model, implicit approaches based on level set [8] , [11] offer great flexibility for the curve topology and the numerical computations of evolving level set function (LSF) can be elegantly performed by using the mature numerical algorithm of partial differential equations (PDE) [10] . Based on level set method (LSM), some intrinsic geometric properties of the contour, such as the unit normal vector and the curvature, can be easily computed from the LSF. Topological flexibility and evolution robustness have been the two major advantages of geometric active contour models over parametric active contour models, which are desirable in many applications such as detecting multiple objects. Due to these advantages with LSM, geometric active contour models are widely researched and applied in image segmentation. For example, by integrating into edge, region or prior information with LSM, geometric active contour models could segment objects in various backgrounds, such as inhomogeneous intensity [14] , [15] and objects occlusion [16] . In prior models based on LSM, shape information [17] , [18] or priors [19] - [22] , are also integrated into geometric active contour to segment or track objects. The priori knowledge of the shapes to be segmented is modeled based on a set of manually-annotated shapes to guide segmentation.
However, as pointed out in [12] , topological flexibility is not always desired. Particularly, when the number of objects and the homology of each component are known, it is the most natural to seek the target in a way that yields the correct composition or topology. Therefore, for geometric active contour models based on LSM, when initiation is set as a known topology, topology should be preserved to converge to the corresponding objects. Consequently, topology preserving level set methods for geometric active contour model are needed. Recently, in order to simply and effectively preserve topology of evolving contours, some interactive methods are presented. In [23] and [24] , an interactive energy by manually setting some points, is designed and integrated into geometric active contour model which is used to segment objects in medical image.
In this paper, based on sparsity representation (a signal is represented with as few basis functions as possible) [25] , we contribute with a framework of topology preservation for segmenting objects in geometric active contour model. In the proposed method, a known topology (for instance, the number of connected objects is known) is viewed as a sparse problem under a set of basis functions. We firstly analyze the modes of topology changes in geometric active contour models. Then according to the modes of topology changes, the corresponding sparsity constraint is designed to avoid the changes of topology. Specifically, in order to avoid appearing new contours, the sparsity constraint is utilized to select the corresponding number of basis functions from the whole basis functions. Besides, in order to avoid merging some evolving contours, a corresponding energy functional to keep the distances of basic functions is also designed. The proposed method effectively preserves the topology of evolving contours and can be especially used to object extraction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some knowledge of geometric active contour models based on LSM. Problem analysis is stated in section III. The proposed model is described in section IV. Section V demonstrates the merits of the proposed method by experiments. Finally, section VI concludes the paper with some discussions.
II. RELATED WORK A. FRONT EVOLUTION FRAMEWORK BASED ON LEVEL SET METHOD
Let I : −→ R denote a gray-level image, where is the image domain. Let C(p, t) defined as a closed parameterized planar curve, p is a parameter and t is the artificial time. An initial curve C(p, 0) pushing by force function F evolves to convergence along its normal direction N . The corresponding curve evolution equation is usually written as
For parametric ACM, the Lagrangian approach [10] is used to get the above evolution equation. However, the intrinsic drawback of solving the above equation lies in its difficulty in evolving robust and handling topological changes of the moving front. This problem can be avoided by using the LSM.
The level set technique developed by Osher and Sethian [8] represents the contour implicitly as the zero level set of a smooth, Lipschitz-continuous scalar function [10] , also known as the level set function. The boundaries of the region of interest (ROI) are represented by the zero level of φ : C(t) = {X |φ(X , t) = 0}, where X ∈ R 2 in 2D. A LSF is usually used to partition the image domain into several disjoint regions corresponding to ROI and the background.
In order to represent the area of foreground and background, a regularized Heaviside function [26] with respect to φ is used to label the image regions, which is given as follows:
where ε is a regularized parameter. In the foreground, the values of Heaviside function approach to 1; whereas Heaviside function approaches to 0 in the background. According to the knowledge of LSM, the normal direction N of contour C is formulated by LSF φ, i.e., N = ∇φ(X ) |∇φ(X )| . Then according to equation (1) , the corresponding evolution equation based on level set is written as follows:
where
in R 2 is the gradient operator. The above equation is the LSE equation of PDE-based LSMs, and it is derived from the geometric consideration based on front evolution. As point by Zhang et al. [27] , the LSE equation in variational LSMs [28] , [29] is written as follows: where E φ (φ) is the first variation of an energy functional E(φ) with respect to φ, δ(φ) is the Dirac functional [26] , and it is the derivative of Heaviside function H (φ) with respect to φ. In order to obtain better performances of image segmentation, various energy functional E(φ) [30] - [33] or force function F [34] - [38] are proposed and integrated in geometric active contour models.
Generally, an evolution equation is calculated by minimizing the following energy functional:
where ω b is an edge term, and ω r is a region term. For classical geodesic active contour model (GAC) [38] , [39] or ChanVese (C-V) model [26] , the corresponding energy functional
is a edge stopping function, where G σ is a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation σ . The convolution ⊗ is used to smooth the image I to reduce the noise. This function usually takes smaller values at object boundaries than at other locations.
B. TOPOLOGY CHANGES OF CONTOUR BASED ON LSM
Topology change based on LSM is a major advantage to segment multiple objects. Especially, specific performances of topology auto-changes are the increasing or decreasing contours of zero-level. The increasing of contours comes from appearing new contours or contours splitting. The decreasing of contours stems from merging or disappearing of contours. Because of flexible topology change, geometric active contour could extract multiple objects. Then, several examples are selected to show the modes of topology changes.
In Fig. 1 , the evolving contours disappear or merge, which causes the changes of evolving contours' topology. In the first row, initial contours (red line) are two closed curves. During the evolution, one closed curve disappears and the other keeps evolving and iterates to convergence, as shown in the middle image of first row in Fig. 1 . Then, the converged result is shown in the right hand of first row in Fig. 1 . In the second row of Fig. 1 , initial contours located inside object are also two closed curves. During the evolution, two contours are merged into one contour, as shown in the middle image of first row. In Fig. 2 , the initial contours (red line) are shown in the left hand. The topology situations after several iterations are shown in the middle column, some new contours appear in the first row and the original contour will split in the bottom row. The converged results are shown in the right hand, the topology greatly changes compared with original contours. 
III. PROBLEM ANALYSIS OF TOPOLOGY CHANGE BASED LSM
From the above section, geometric active contour based on LSM could flexibly extract multiple objects because of topology change of evolving level sets. However, topological flexibility is not always needed in some applications. Particularly, the number of objects and the homology of each component is known, then a natural method is to seek the targets in a way that yields the correct composition or topology. Furthermore, topology flexibility could bring some negative influences. For example, models based on LSM always extract undesired results, such as extracting some noise and non-target objects. As shown in the first row of Fig. 3 , a medical image is shown and two initial contours are set to extract two corresponding objects. However, since the gray intensity between these two is similar and the edge gradient of both objects is weak, the two evolving contours are merged into one contour and finally are failed to extract objects with right topology. Another example is shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3 , where an initial contour is set near target object. However, a geometric active contour model based on LSM extracts some noise.
Based on the above paragraph, when the number of objects is known, topology preservation should be imposed in geometric active contour model for ideal objects segmentation. In order to preserve topology of evolving contours, topology FIGURE 3. Topology flexibility based LSM brings some negative influences. The first row shows that geometric active contour extracts undesired topology, and the second row shows that geometric active contour model extracts object but including some noise.
changes, i.e., the four modes of topology change (which are described in above section), should be avoided. For the known topology of objects, it is mainly to avoid the change of topology in the evolution, such as appearing new contours or merging evolving contours.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the topology preservation method is proposed and stated. In order to preserve the topology of initial contours, the sparsity representation and constraint is integrated into geometric active contour model. Every connected region is labeled and viewed as a basis function. Through sparsity representation and composition, appearing new contours can be restrained by viewing the new contours as redundant basis functions. In order to avoid merging of evolving contours, the distance constraint between the corresponding basis functions is imposed.
A. SPARSE REPRESENTATION FOR TOPOLOGY PRESERVATION
Sparse representation are gained significant impact in signal processing. According to basic theory of sparse representation, a signal Y is represented by a sparse coefficient x under an over-complete dictionary D, and it can be written as follows:x
where x 0 is the l 0 norm, counting the number of non-zeros in the vector x. x is k − sparsity when the number of nonzeros in x is k. When both D and x are unknown, we get a dictionary learning problem whose task is to obtain the sparse coefficients x of data-set Y and learn an over-complete dictionary from Y as well. Usually, the above optimization problem is non-convex and is known to be NP-hard. Greedy algorithm and convex relaxation methods are always used to solve the above equation. Based on sparse representation, basis functions need to be constructed and these basis functions are arranged into a matrix D. According to the knowledge of LSM, contours are always represented by a Heaviside function [27] . In order to represent contours with basis functions, a set of basis function D is computed based on sparse decomposition. Assuming the extracting objects are the union of several disjoint areas i , i.e., = n i=1 i , and every i is labeled and represented by a basis function D i . Thus, with basis function, the Heaviside function H in LSM is represented as follows:
where s T represents the transpose of a matrix s.
B. ENERGY FUNCTIONAL MODEL FOR TOPOLOGY PRESERVATION
Based on the above statement of sparse representation for LSM, sparsity constraint is integrated into geometric active contour model in this section. In the proposed method, the sparsity constraint is imposed on the Heaviside function of geometric active contours, and the constrained energy functional is used to guide the evolution of level set. Thus, the following equation is obtained by integrating the sparsity constraint into the Heaviside function H (φ) of general energy functional E(φ) based on LSM.
With H (φ) = Ds, the above energy functional is written as follows:
Where ω b and ω r are stated in equation (5) .
is a basis function, which is used to describe a connected region. For D i (x), the value is 1 when x is inside the connected region i , whereas the value is 0. Thus, D i is an indicator function and can be used to describe a contour (When one point is inside the contour, the value is 1, whereas the value is 0). s must be sparse and it is used to constrain the number of connected components to be extracted. The basis functions in dictionary D are disjoint, i.e., there is no intersection point in these basis functions. From the above equation, the general level set energy functional equation is a special case of the proposed equation (9) . Without the constraint condition, the proposed model becomes to the typical geometric active contour. After integrating the constraint in active contour model, our goal is to evolve contours to extract objects with ideal topology.
With initial contours C = [C 1 , · · · , C k ] of known topology (such as k connected objects), basis functions D 1 , · · · , D k are used to describe these contours. Then, the above energy functional equation is represented as follows:
ω b and ω r have been already introduced in equation (5) . s is k − sparsity, then new appeared contours in the evolution are viewed redundant, which is used to avoid extracting non-objects or noise.
In the following, the algorithm of solving the above function equation (10) is stated. The equation (10) has two block variables D and s, and the k − sparsity is a constraint condition. Thus, equation (10) is a normal optimization problem with sparsity constraint condition. Generally, equation (10) can be solved by convex relaxation method or greedy algorithm. In this paper, the sparsity condition must be satisfied for extracting objects with ideal topology. Sparsity constraint is always solved by two kinds of methods, one is the convex relaxation and the other is greedy algorithm. Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [42] belongs to greedy algorithm, which could make sure the sparsity constraint. Therefore, the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [42] is improved to make sure the sparsity constraint. In general, equation (10) is solved by two steps.
Firstly, by fixing s, the equation (10) is minimized with respect to D. Secondly, utilizing label operator for D to label every connected region, the proposed OMP algorithm is then used to determine the k basis functions.
To be specific, by utilizing a steepest descent method,
is computed as follows:
Then, for the updated D, the topology of D may increase since the equation (11) does not impose sparsity constraint. With label operator, a set of basis function to describe every connected area is obtained. For the previ-
In order to make sure the constraint condition, OMP algorithm is used to determine k basis functions. For every
, the corresponding 1 − sparsity is imposed. Usually, OMP algorithm is used to search some most relevant basis functions. The OMP algorithm [42] is improved to search the most relevant basis functions with respect to the previous
In the proposed algorithm, the relevance is measured by inner product operator. Thus, the OMP algorithm is used to search the most relevant basis function in
The algorithm of the proposed model is stated in the following subsection. C is obtained by setting H i (C) = 0;
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for the Proposed Model
Input: initial value C = [C 0 1 , · · · , C 0 k ], and D 0 1 , · · · , D 0 k ; H 0 = k m=1 D 0 m . for i = 0 to max iteration M do for j = 0 to k do D i j = ω b (X )|∇D i i |div ∇D i j |∇D i j | + ω r (X ) − 1 k m =j m=1,··· ,k (D i j − D i m ). end for The updated D i is represented as D i = D i 11 , · · · , D i 1n 1 , D i 21 , · · · , D i 2n 2 , · · · , D i k1 , · · · , D i kn k . D i = [D i 1 , · · · , D i k ] is
C. ANALYSIS FOR TOPOLOGY PRESERVATION WITH THE PROPOSED MODEL
The analysis for topology preservation with an example is given in this section. As shown in Fig. 4 , two objects need to be extracted, and two corresponding closed contours are initialized in the first row of Fig. 4 . According to the proposed method, the updated equations with respect to
are computed as follows: Fig. 4 . The proposed method finally extracts the objects with desirable topology (two connected objects are extracted).
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method, we compare the results of the same active contour model before and after applying the proposed constraint. The DRLSE model and the model in [43] are selected as reference models. The DRLSE model is robust to noise and parameters. Therefore, DRLSE is selected as a reference mode.
The model [43] is proposed recently. It is based on region information and robust to intensity inhomogeneity. Therefore, the model [43] is also to be compared. All the experiments are conducted by using MATLAB 7.10.0 on the PC with Intel Core i7 processors(3.3*4 GHz) and 8GB memory under Windows 7 professional without any particular code optimization.
A. SIMULATIONS FOR COMPARISONS WITH DRLSE
In this section, several images are tested for the performances of the proposed method. The general geometric active contour model based on LSM, such as DRLSE model, does not consider topology preservation of evolving fronts. Therefore, they do not perform well for objects extraction on some images. We compare our method with the DRLSE model for objects extraction on some real and medical images. The images in Fig. 5 are from Weizmann database [44] , and the images in Fig. 7 are the medical images. In Fig. 5 , the gray intensity of objects is similar with background. The task is to extract the corresponding objects in all tested images. As shown in Fig. 5 , initial contours are set near the objects. In the first row of Fig. 5 , there is one object to extract; While in the second row of Fig. 5 , there are two objects to segment. Both the proposed method and DRLSE model success to extract the objects. However, the DRLSE model extracts some non-target objects, which is shown in the last column of Fig. 5 . As comparison, the region of the extracted non-target object is clearly shown in Fig. 6 . As shown in the rectangle of Fig. 6 , non-target objects are extracted with the DRLSE model. In other words, the topology of objects with DRLSE model is undesired. The proposed method integrates topology constraint into DRLSE model, the topology is preserved and unnecessary objects or noise is viewed redundant. Therefore, the proposed method could extract object with ideal topology, as shown in the second column of Fig. 5 .
In Fig. 7 , we demonstrate the proposed method by segmenting uterine fibroids in MR scans acquired by a 1.5T whole-body system (Genesis Signa; GE Medical Systems, . Two medical images are tested for the proposed method and DRLSE. The first row is the original images with initial contours, the second row is the result with DRLSE and the third row is the result with the proposed method.
Milwaukee,Wis.) [23] . The object boundaries in these images are blurry and the distances of these objects are very close. Initial contours are set near the objects, which are shown in the first row of Fig. 7 . DRLSE based on LSM failed to extract objects with desired topology, as shown in the second row of Fig. 7 . Subsequent phases of the segmentation process and prior information are always needed for these problems. For example, an expert-supervised segmentation method is proposed. In the proposed method, without subsequent phases FIGURE 8. Two typical images are tested for the proposed method and DRLSE in segmenting multiple objects. The first row is the original images with initial contours, the second row is the result with DRLSE and the third row is the result with the proposed method.
of the segmentation process, the extracted results are shown in the third row of Fig. 7 . By utilizing topology constraint, initial contours are set near the objects and the topology of initial contours is preserved. Therefore, unlike the DRLSE model, the contours do not merge in the evolution, and the proposed method extracted objects with desired topology.
In Fig. 8 , the images with multiple objects are also tested. In order to extract the corresponding objects, initial contours are set inside these objects. However, the topology of extracted objects with DRLSE is different from the initial contours. In the left image of Fig. 8 , the contours merged into one contour. In the right image of Fig. 8 , the contours merged into two contours. Therefore, DRLSE failed to extract objects with ideal topology. As comparison, the proposed method extracts these objects, as shown in the last row of Fig. 8 . Though the objects are very close, the contours do not merge. Because of the proposed topology constraint, the contours keep the original topology and the extracted objects with the ideal topology are obtained.
In order to show the performances of tested methods, quantitative evaluation for precision and elapsed time is given in Table 1 . The F-score (F) [44] , [45] is adopted to evaluate the performances of tested methods. We evaluated the tested methods and compared quantitatively using the Weizmann segmentation evaluation database (with ground truth data) [44] .
The F-score is the measure of extracted accuracy, which considers both the precision P and the recall R. It is the VOLUME 5, 2017 weighted, harmonic mean of precision and recall values, and F-score is given as follows:
The precision rate P is the number of correct results divided by the number of all returned results, recall rate (R) is the number of correct results divided by the number of results that should have been returned. Fig. 5(i) (i = 1, 2) represents the result of i − th row in Fig. 5 , and the Fig. 8(L) represents the result of left column in Fig. 8 ).
Based on the topology constraint, some non-target objects or noise extracted with DRLSE are viewed redundant in the proposed method. According to the F-score for each image from Weizmann database, the precision advantage with the proposed method is shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 , the Fig. 5(i)(i = 1, 2) represents the result of i − th row in Fig. 5 , and the Fig. 8(L) represents the result of left column in Fig. 8 . From Table 1 , the proposed method has better performance in accuracy of segmenting objects in every tested image from Weizmann data.
On the other hand, the elapsed times with tested methods are also given in Table 1 . Because the proposed method integrated sparsity constraint into the DRLSE model, the proposed method needs to satisfy the constraint condition and costs more time compared with the DRLSE model. However, the sparsity constraint is solved by OMP algorithm in the proposed method. The computational complexity of the OMP algorithm is O(k * log(N 2 )) (k is the sparsity), which is less than O(N 2 ) (Assuming the size of the tested image is N * N , the computational complexity of DRLSE in each iteration is O (N 2 ) ). Therefore, the computational complexity of the proposed method is the same as DRLSE. As shown in Table 1 , with the same iterations (220 − iterations), the proposed method costs more times than the DRLSE. However, as the above analysis, the elapsed times with the proposed method have little difference compared with those of the DRLSE.
B. INTEGRATED WITH [43] FOR ROBUST INHOMOGENEITY SEGMENTATION
For the above section, our proposed algorithm is integrated into DRLSE model. In fact, the proposed algorithm has strong generalization ability, which could be conveniently integrated into active contour models based on LSM. In this section, the proposed topology preservation method is also integrated into a geometric active contour model based on FIGURE 9. The proposed method is integrated with [43] to improve the robustness of inhomogeneity segmentation. region information. A region based geometric active contour model [43] is proposed by Zhang. By exploiting the local image region statistics, [43] defines a mapping from the original image domain to another domain. In a transformed domain, the noises are effectively suppressed. However, the model [43] aims to extract all potential objects from background of inhomogeneous intensity, some unnecessary objects or noise are viewed as objects and extracted. The MATLAB source code and some examples of the method [43] can be down-loaded at http://www.comp.polyu.edu.hk/ cslzhang/LSACM/LSACM. htm. As shown in [43] , [43] has better performances in segmenting images with inhomogeneous intensity. However, a drawback in segmenting these images is also shown. As shown in the simulated images in [43] , the results are also shown in the left columns of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 to explain the drawback of [43] and compare the results with the proposed method. It is noted that the simulated results with [43] can be found at http://www.comp.polyu.edu.hk/~cslzhang/LSACM/LSACM. htm. From the left column of Fig. 10 , [43] extracts some unnecessary object or noise. While our proposed method could solve this problem and improve the robustness in segmenting images with inhomogeneous intensity. After integrating the proposed topology preservation constraint into [43] , the results with the proposed method are shown in the right columns of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . From the comparisons, our proposed method preserves the topology of evolving contours and the responding objects are extracted, noise or other objects are viewed redundant. As comparisons, some unnecessary objects are extracted with [43] , while these non-target objects disappeared with the proposed method. The number of pixels of these unnecessary objects are shown in Table 2 . The Fig. 9(i) (i = 1, 2, 3) represents the result of i − th row in Table 2 . In other word, the proposed method improves the robustness of the extracted results.
C. EVALUATION AND APPLICATION
Because of topology preservation constraint, the proposed method is also fit to apply in extracting target objects by initialing contours near objects after integrating the proposed constraint into geometric active contour model based LSM, such as DRLSE model. The images from Weizmann database are selected for simulations. Weizmann database containing 200 gray level images along with ground truth segmentations. 30 images (15 images with single-object and 15 images with two-objects) are tested with the proposed method. The average F − score for tested images is 0.9405, and the standard deviation is 0.0331. Some typical examples are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , the F − score and dimensions of these examples are shown in Tables 3 and 4. In Fig. 11 , these five images are also from Weizmann database. In these images, the dimension of every image is 300 * 225 and there is only one target object to extract. Initial contour in each image is set around the object, which is shown in the left column of Fig. 11 . The right column of Fig. 11 is the result with the proposed method. In these tested five images, the object boundary is succeed to be extracted. Similar with Table 1 , the corresponding F-score is shown in Table 3 . The Fig. 11(i) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) represents the result of i − th row with the proposed method in Table 3 . In these five tested VOLUME 5, 2017 images, the corresponding precision of extracted results is robust and bigger than 0.95.
Compared with the F-scores of [44] and [45] (0.87 with [44] , and 0.91 with [45] ), the proposed method obtains the highest F-scores. Active contour models enforces the smooth constraint of evolving contours, and the evolution of contour is always robust. Furthermore, initial contours can be set by users and always are set near objects. Thus, [45] and the proposed method has better performances in segmenting objects compared with [44] . Based on vector field, [45] has good performance in segmenting a single object with high curvature. However, it could not simultaneously segment multiple objects. On the other hand, it has difficulty in segmenting objects with complex concavity, and feature (or saliency) points should be carefully chosen in [45] .
Based on level set method, the proposed method could segment multiple objects and it has better robustness in evolving contours and dealing with concavity. For Fig. 12 , the edge information is easy to describe. However, the shapes of objects are concave the second and third images, and the feature points are difficult to obtain in other images of Fig. 12 . Thus, [45] gives lower F-scores compared with the proposed method. Because of the robustness of evolution and shapes of objects, a high F-score is obtained with the proposed method. According to the formulation of F-score, the object is larger and the extracted object is closer to ground truth, F-score is bigger. This is the reason that the F-score with the proposed method is about 0.98 in Fig. 11 .
As for Fig. 12 , there are 5 images with two objects and 5 images with one object. The shapes of these objects are different. The corresponding F-score is shown in Table 4 . In general, the proposed method has good performances. The F-score is nearly more than 0.9. In the first image of Fig. 12 , the target objects are relatively small, and the intensity near the tails of the airplane is similar with the background. The proposed method has 0.8919. In the fifth image, the intensity of target objects is also very similar with the background, and it is difficult to converge to the truth objects. In other images, the proposed method has robust performances, and the F-score is nearly more than 0.92.
In order to show the application in objects extraction, images including multiple objects are also tested. In Fig. 13 , there is a medical image and there are two cells in this image. In order to extract these two objects, two initial contours are set around the cells, which are shown in the left column of Fig. 13 . Another example is shown in the Fig. 14 . The tested image is also a medical image. However, there are several objects in this image. In order to extract target objects in multiple objects of images, initial contours are set near these objects. As shown in the first and second rows of Fig. 13 , there are two target objects to extract. By setting different initial contours, the proposed method integrated topology preservation into geometric active contour model, the corresponding objects are extracted. In Fig. 15 , two images with multiple objects are shown. In the first column of Fig. 15 , initial contours are set inside the objects to extract the corresponding target objects. As shown in the last column of Fig. 15 , the corresponding objects are extracted and the topology of extracted objects is the same as the initial contours. These examples show the applications in segmenting corresponding objects with priori topology.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel method of active contour with topology preservation method is proposed. In the proposed method, the sparsity presentation method replaces the original indicator function of geometric active contour model to represent the region of extracted objects. Then, based on the sparsity presentation, the increase of evolving contours is constrained by OMP algorithm. The decrease, such as merging of evolving contours, is also avoided by enforcing the distances of basis functions. Simulations show the robust performances in segmenting target objects. The proposed topology constraint is integrated into the classical geometric active contour model (DRLSE) and the state of art method, and the proposed method has strong generalization ability and has shown the robustness and flexibility of application in segmentation of image objects. She is currently a Lecturer with the School of Computer Science and Educational Software, Guangzhou University, Guangzhou. Her current research interests include intelligent information processing, blind signal processing, and parallel factor analysis.
